Trump wants Australian and UK intelligence investigated
for Downer's role in Russiagate hoax
The Five Eyes intelligence partners are scurrying for dark hidey-holes. On 24 May US President Donald
Trump's announced that he has declassified everything related to the Russiagate hoax, so that US
Attorney-General William Barr can investigate how the hoax came about.
"He
What has five eyes and wears fishnet stockings?
can
The Australian link in the British Intelligence operation to sabotage US-Russia cooperation
look
and I
hope he looks at the UK and I hope he looks at Australia and I hope he looks at Ukraine", Trump said.
"I hope he looks at everything, because there was a hoax that was perpetrated on our country."
This is a stunning development for Australia, which for too long has foolishly based its security solely
on its relationship with the United States, but which in 2016 miscalculated that Trump wouldn't get
elected, and so participated in the intelligence hoax to derail Trump's campaign policy of improving
relations with Russia. Thanks to that miscalculation, Australia's intelligence agencies have
endangered Australia's relationship with the USA, and therefore have endangered Australia's national
security, in terms of the way they have always defined it.
The hoax centres on the role of Alexander Downer, in likely setting up Trump campaign official George
Papadopoulos to ostensibly reveal Russia's intention to sabotage Hillary Clinton's campaign, in a way
that implied coordination between the Trump campaign and Russia. In the following Australian Alert
Service article from 2017, Downer is revealed to be deeply embedded in MI6 networks that are the
driving force behind the Five Eyes spying partnership, and which is determined at all costs to
sabotage any chance for improvement in the strategic relationship between the USA and Russia, as
well as China.
Read the January 2018 article, "What has five eyes and wears fishnet stockings? The Australian link in
the British Intelligence operation to sabotage US-Russian cooperation" here.
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